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Ab»tr«ct

Four types of superconducting accelerating
structures are being developed for use in a low
velocity posltlve-ion Injector llnac for the ATLAS
heavy-Ion accelerator. Prototype! of the flrat two of
these have been tested. The structures are all
variants of a quarter-vave line terminated with a
four-gap lncerdlgltal drift-tube array. The two
structure types so far tested operate at 48.5 BHZ and
have an active length of 10 ca (for the particle
velocity - .008c type) and 16.S csi (for the velocity -
.014c type). Effective accelerating fields of 10 MV/m
have been achieved with the 10 ca structure,
corresponding to an effective sccelerating potential
of 1 HV. The 16.5 ca structure has been operated at
field levels of 6 KV/a, also giving an effective
potential of 1 HV. Prototypes of the remaining two
resonant geoaetrles are under construction.

Introduction

The planned posltlve-lon Injector for the ATLAS
accelerator systea consists of an electron—cyclotron
resonant (ECR) Ion source on a 350 XV platfora and a
•uperconductlng Injector llnac designed for particle
velocities as low as .008 c.1*2"3 The low velocity
Halt Is required for acceleration of uranlua 20"*" froa
the ECR source. The injector llnac aust accelerate to
velocities > .05c to inject efficiently Into the
existing ATLAS linac.

The injector systea is being built In asveral
phases. In the current developmental phase, the ECU
source Is being built and loir-velocity superconducting
structures are being developed and will be aaaeabled
Into a 3 XV prototype linac. Even the small prototype
system, designed for ions of mass A < 130, vill be
superior to the present 9 KV Tandea as an injector for
ATLAS. In later phases, the llnac will be expanded to
12 HV, and vill provide for the Injection of uranlua
beams into ATLAS.

Ths proposed liuac Is based oa the fact that
short, high-gradient superconducting (SC) accelerating
structures can be closely Interspersed with short,
powerfully focussing SC solenoids. The rapid
alternation of radial and longitudinal focussing
elements maintains the bcaa In auch the fiaae vay aa
doea a Wlderoe-type rf structure but with the high
performance of SC cavities and with the flexibility of
independently-controllable modular eleaents.

Llnsc and Resonator Design

The proposed llnac Bust sccelerate ions a factor
of six lower In velocity than Is the case for present
•uperconductlng llnacs. The primary technical problem
with very-lov-veloclty superconducting accelerating
structures is to maintain good mechanical stability In
structures with close drift-tube spacing and low rf
elgenfrequency.

The resonant structure chosen consist of a
tapered, coaxial, quarter-wave resonant line,
terminated at the high-voltage end with the capacltlve
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load of a four-gap, lnterdlgltal drift-tube. • The
llnac will be an array of such interdlgltrl reionant
csvltlei, which will come in four versions, shown In
Figure 1, each covering a portion of the required
velocity range. Figure 2 ahowa the velocity
acceptance characterlatlca of the four structures.
The initial llnac configuration will consist of one of
each type of resonant cavity, plus one additional
cavity of th* 13 type. The five resonant cavities
will provide a total of approximately 3.5 HV of
accelerating potential.

Fig. 1 Cross section of a 48.5 MHi, 10 cm
lnterdlgital resonator. A coaxial, tapered
quarter—wave line la terminated in a four-gap
lnterdigital capacltlve load. The resonant
cavity can accelerate particle with velocities
below .01c and has an active length of 10 cm.

In the Initial configuration, the llnac will be
uaeful for Ions with a charge to mass ratio of
roughly 1/4 or higher. Aa the llnac la expanded the
velocity range will stsy the same, but a mix of
resonant cavltltes of each type will be added
(Interspersed) to provide for acceleration of heavier
Ion* with lower specific charge.

Prototype Resonator Tests

Superconducting prototypes of two of the four
structure types have been so far completed and
tested. The resonant cavities utlllxe niobium as the
superconductor, and are built using the general
methods snd techniques developed for the split-ring
structures of ATLAS.
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rig. 2 Voltage gain per unit charge per resonator
for four different reaonator geometries
vhlch can fora an Injector llnac. The
dlacrete polnta ahov alngle-reaonator
velocity increment• for a 204- uranium beaa.

The Bl-claaa prototype haa operated repeatedly at
accelerating gradients up to 10 MV/a at 4.2k. Ac
6 MV/a, the prototype providea enough acceleration for
uranlua 294- ions that It will be the only unit of ita
daaa required even In the 12 HV llnac. It should be
noted that lona of charge to aaaa ratio of 1/4 and
higher can be accelerated froa rcat by thia reaonant
cavity.

In recent teats, a prototype H2 class structure
haa operated stably at accelerating gradients up to
6 HV/a. A gradient of 4.5 MV/a Is obtained at the
noalnal design level of 4 watt* of rf Input power at a
teapcrature of 4.2k. The accelerating gradient la
defined as the energy gain per unit charge for a
synchronous particle, averaged over the active cavity
length. At 4.5 MV/a, the H2 structure, with an active
length of 16.5 ca, providea 742 kV of effective
accelerating potential.

The acchanlcal stability of both resonator typea
is excellent.* The observed ambient-vibration-induced
rf elgenfrequency jitter of a few hundred hertx peak
to peak la well within the capability of existing
phaae control systeas.

Superconducting prototypes of the remaining two
resonator typea, H3 and H4, are under construction.
B3 and H4 are Identical except that In H4, the coaxial
line la ahortened to lncreaae the reaonant frequency
froa 48.5 to 72.75 MHr. Both units will have an
active length of 25 ca, and will be baaed on a
12 Inch O.D. coaxial-line.

These accelerating gradients are substantially
higher than the 3 MV/a level originally projected for
design of the injector llnac. Because of the
flexibility of the Independently phased array type of
llnac, if the increased performance prove* typclal, it
can be iaaedlately exploited to provide Increased
performance of the injector ayatea.
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Conclualona

A new class of superconducting accelerating
atructurea, suitable for very low particle velocities
(0 < v/c < 0.6 c) sre proving feasible. Accelerating
gradients a* high as 10 MV/a have been obtained In
prototype testa.
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